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Help Beat Cancer
Fixed Price Energy June 2018
Prices effective from 9th May 2016

Together we have the energy
to help beat cancer sooner
Tariff may be withdrawn from sale at any time
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At ScottishPower we believe 
we have a responsibility to 
the planet we live on, and 
the customers we provide 
energy to. We want to
make a world of difference 
wherever we can.

We think no one embodies 
this belief more than 
Cancer Research UK.

One in two people will develop some form of  

cancer in their lifetime, and Cancer Research UK  

is fighting the battle against all cancers. Every  

day they are actively developing newer, kinder 

treatments. Every day they are saving lives and 

adding years.

That’s why we are working with Cancer 

Research UK to help them continue to make a 

world of difference to so many people’s lives.

To show our support we’ve developed our new 

Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy tariff.

ScottishPower will make a donation to Cancer 

Research UKs for every month you remain on

the tariff up to a maximum of £5 per fuel per 

annum until the end of the tariff termv.

We’re also distributing health information and 

advice to our customers, and encouraging all 

our staff to fundraise on behalf of this 

life-saving cause.

Every step forward for Cancer Research UK 

relies on every pound given, so this will

be much needed money that will help them 

continue their important work.

It’s a relationship we’re committed to,

because together we have the energy 

to help beat cancer sooner.
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There are lots of 
reasons to feel 
good about our 
Help Beat Cancer 
tariff:

Security of Fixed Prices
Prices are guaranteed to remain 
fixed until 30th June 2018†.

Support a Good Cause
ScottishPower will make a 
donation to Cancer Research UK 
for every month you remain on the 
tariff up to a maximum of £5
per fuel per annum until the end 
of the tariff term.

Gas & Electricity Discount
If ScottishPower supplies your gas 
and electricity at the same address 
you’ll get an annual discount of 
£5.25 (incl. VAT) per fuel.

Online Option
Save up to £5.25 per annum 
(incl. VAT) per fuel** by choosing
to manage your account online. 
It’s easy to register by visiting our 
website at: 
www.scottishpower.co.uk

Important information

•  Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 prices will remain fixed until 30th June 2018

 but your Direct Debit and/or bill amount may vary depending on your gas and/or electricity usage.

•  By taking Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018, you agree to ScottishPower or Cancer

 Research UK contacting you, including by email, for the duration of the tariff to thank you for your 

 continuing support and to update you on news relating to the work of Cancer Research UK.

• You can end your agreement(s) by switching supplier at any time. The agreement(s) can also be ended by

 us giving you 42 calendar days’ prior notice in writing, or if you move house. If you move house you need

 to give us at least 2 working days’ prior notice otherwise you will continue to be liable for the supply until

 either 2 working days after you do provide notice of the move or until a new owner or occupier enters

 into a contract for the supply. The agreement(s) will continue until ended in one of these ways.

•  This tariff is only available to customers who take gas and/or electricity, pay their bills by monthly Direct   

 Debit, quarterly Direct Debit, online Debit Card, quarterly by Cash, Cheque or Postal Order and their   

 electricity meter is a single, two or three rate meter.

•  Subject to availability and may be withdrawn from sale at any time.

vA donation will be made by ScottishPower to Cancer Research UK 

Trading Limited, which gives its taxable profits to Cancer Research 

UK, for every month you remain on the tariff up to a maximum 

donation of £5 per fuel per annum for each completed 12 month 

period until the end of the tariff term. If you do not remain on 

this tariff for the full tariff term a pro-rata amount will be donated 

based on the number of complete calendar months you remained 

on the tariff. The donations will be paid as soon as reasonably 

practicable after each calendar quarter end.

sCancer Research UK Trading Limited which gives its taxable 

profits to Cancer Research UK.
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What happens after you apply for the Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 tariff?

We will write to you to confirm the next steps (including telling you when your new Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy 
June 2018 prices will take effect). Please note that if you are a new customer we will complete your switch to  
ScottishPower within 3 weeks from the date you entered into the contract, unless there is a reason outside our control 
that means we cannot complete it within this timescale. When the transfer is complete we will write to you to confirm 
your energy supply start date(s).

What will happen at the end of this tariff?
At the end of this tariff, unless you have chosen another option, you will automatically move onto our standard 
tariff prices for your payment method. We will, however, write to you to let you know what other options you have.

What terms & conditions apply to Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018?
Full tariff terms and conditions apply (Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 Terms and Conditions 
and ScottishPower General Terms and Conditions for domestic customers), which are detailed in this leaflet.

Your Payment Methods Explained:
Monthly Direct Debit
Your monthly Direct Debit payment plan will be based on your estimated annual energy use. We will take your 
payment directly from your bank account every month to spread your annual bill over 12 payments. We will 
review your payment amount every three months to check whether you’re on the right track. If we need to change 
your monthly payment, we’ll let you know in advance so you can discuss it with us if you need to.

Quarterly Direct Debit
Quarterly Direct Debit allows you to submit your meter reads by telephone or online. If you do not submit a meter read 
then an estimated bill will subsequently be generated. A bill will be generated every quarter and a Direct Debit will then 
be collected 10 days later from your bank account. Bill amounts tend to be higher during the winter months and lower in 
the summer.

Online Debit Card
Paying online by Debit Card allows you to choose the frequency of making payments each quarter. You will be required 
to submit your meter reads online and generate a bill which will be based on actual energy consumption. You will then 
have 28 days to make a payment online using your Debit Card. You can decide not to do this every month but you must 
do it within 90 days of your last bill. If you do not submit a meter read then an estimated bill will subsequently be 
generated and you will be required to pay this amount. Bill amounts tend to be higher during the winter months and 
lower in the summer.

Quarterly Cash, Cheque or Postal Order
Quarterly Cash, Cheque or Postal Order allows you to submit your meter reads by telephone or online. If you do not 
submit a meter read then an estimated bill will subsequently be generated. A bill will be generated every quarter and 
you will then have 28 days to make a payment by Cash, Cheque or Postal Order. Bill amounts tend to be higher during 
the winter months and lower in the summer.

What happens if I fail to make a payment to ScottishPower?
If you pay by Monthly Direct Debit and fail to make a payment to ScottishPower under this payment method when it is 
due, we shall be entitled to transfer you to an appropriate cash payment method on this tariff. This will increase your 
unit rates by 1.351p per kWh for electricity and 0.306p per kWh for gas (both inclusive of VAT). If you have more than 
one unit rate for electricity, each unit rate will increase by the same amount. If you pay by another payment method and 
fail to make a payment to ScottishPower under your payment method when it is due, we shall be entitled to transfer you 
to an appropriate cash payment method on our Standard tariff. To see how this could affect you, please visit 
www.scottishpower.co.uk and review our current Standard Domestic Prices PDF in the Gas and Electricity tariffs section. 
We will notify you of any changes to your payment method and prices should this be necessary.
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  choices that could help reduce  the risk of cancer visit c

Stay healthy and happy
A warm home is just one of the ways we stay healthy and 

happy. As part of our relationship with Cancer Research UK 

we want to provide you with healthy lifestyle tips that 

could help reduce the risk of cancer.

Quitting Smoking

Smoking is the most important 

preventable cause of cancer and is 

responsible for more than 4 in5

lung cancers in the UK. If that 

wasn’t bad enough, it also causes 

at least 13 other types of cancer. 

But by giving up smoking you can 

reduce your risk of cancer. Not only 

could it save your life, you could 

save yourself a lot of money too.

Keeping Active

By being active you can reduce the 

risk of breast, bowel and womb 

cancers. Aim for at least 30 minutes 

of moderate activity 5 days a week 

(that’s anything that makes you 

warm or slightly out of breath). And 

it doesn’t have to cost a penny. You 

could go for a jog or a swim, do the 

housework or even get stuck into 

a bit of gardening – whatever suits 

you.

Cutting Back on Alcohol

Cutting down on alcohol can also 

cut the risk of cancer. There is a 

limited risk if you drink only a small 

amount, such as one small drink 

(small glass of wine or half a pint 

of premium beer) a day for women 

and two small drinks a day for men.

Eating Healthily

The food we eat can help us stay 

healthy. A balanced diet is one that 

is high in fibre, vegetables and 

fruit, and low in red and processed 

meat, salt and saturated fat. Diet 

has been linked to cancers of the 

stomach, bowel, mouth and gullet 

(food pipe).

Keeping a Healthy Weight

If you’re overweight you could be 

increasing your risk of 7 types of 

cancer. By keeping control of your 

weight, with a BMI between 18.5 

and 25, you can help yourself to 

stay healthy.

Enjoying the Sun Safely

Getting sunburn is a sign your skin’s

been damaged – and you could be

increasing the risk of skin cancer. 

Use a combination of measures, 

including shade, clothes and 

sunscreen with at least SPF 15 and a 

four star rating. Remember that the 

sun is usually strongest between 

11a.m. and 3p.m. Avoid sunbeds: 

they are not a safe alternative to 

tanning in the sun. In fact, some 

rays from them can be 10-15 times 

stronger†† than the midday sun.

Practising Safe Sex

Some sexually transmitted 

infections can increase the risk of 

cervical and other cancers. Using 

a condom can help reduce the 

chance of getting or spreading 

these viruses.

For more information on healthy choices that could help reduce the risk of cancer visit cancerresearchuk.org/health

We know that people affected by cancer have lots 

of questions. Cancer Research UK can help people 

to find reliable, clear and easy to understand 

answers. Whether you want to find out about 

cancer or share your own experiences with 

others, Cancer Research UK can help.

– Find out about cancer, its treatment and the latest research. Visit www.cancerhelp.org.uk 

– Ask a specialist cancer nurse about any aspect of cancer in confidence.

   Call freephone 0808 800 4040 Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm

– Share information and experiences with others who have been there too, 

    visit Cancer Chat our online discussion forum www.cancerchat.org.uk
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AREA AREA NAME
10           Eastern England
11           East Midlands
12           London
13           Merseyside & North Wales
14           West Midlands
15           North East England
16           North West
17           North Scotland
18           South Scotland
19           South East England
20           Southern England
21           South Wales
22           South West
23           Yorkshire 

How to find your electricity supply area
See what supply area you are in by using the map below.

Your electricity meter type
Your electricity prices include a Daily Standing Charge and one or more unit rates.

Gas prices include a Daily Standing Charge and one unit rate.

The most common type of electricity meter has a Daily Service Charge and a single unit rate 
for all electricity used.

Our Two Rate Meter prices are best suited to customers who are currently supplied on 
Domestic Economy 7 Rate (Domestic Economy in Scottish Hydro Electric’s area and White
Meter No. 1 in ScottishPower’s area). Advice for customers who are currently supplied on other
electricity rates is available free by calling 0800 400 200 (lines open Monday to Thursday 8am -
9pm, Friday 8am - 8pm and Saturday 9am - 5pm).

Please check your most recent electricity bill to see which meter type applies.

Please note that your prices may vary throughout the duration of the supply 
agreement. If our prices increase we will give you at least 30 days notice and you will be

Your electricity meter type
Your electricity prices include a Daily Standing Charge and one or more unit rates.

Gas prices include a Daily Standing Charge and one unit rate.

The most common type of electricity meter has a Daily Service Charge and a single unit 
rate for all electricity used. 

Our Two Rate Meter prices are best suited to customers who are currently supplied on
Domestic Economy 7 Rate (Domestic Economy in Scottish Hydro Electric’s area and 
White Meter No. 1 in ScottishPower’s area). Advice for customers who are currently 
supplied on other electricity rates is available free by calling 0800 400 200 (lines open 
Monday to Thursday 8am - 9pm, Friday 8am - 8pm and Saturday 9am - 5pm).

Please check your most recent electricity bill to see which meter type applies.

How to find your electricity supply area
See what supply area you are in by using the map below.
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10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23

Eastern
Eastern

East Midlands
East Midlands

London
London
Manweb
Manweb
Midlands
Midlands
Northern
Northern
Norweb
Norweb

Scottish Hydro
Scottish Hydro
ScottishPower
ScottishPower

SEEBOARD
SEEBOARD
Southern
Southern
SWALEC
SWALEC

SWEB
SWEB

Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Domestic ‘S’
Economy 7
Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate
Domestic

White Meter No.1

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Electricity Prices

Supply 
Area 
Code

Supply 
Area 

Meter 
Type

19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p

10.163p
11.692p
10.188p
11.737p
11.533p
12.928p
12.450p
14.455p
10.443p
11.892p
10.707p
12.220p
11.704p
13.101p
12.678p
14.238p
12.199p
14.380p
11.980p
13.752p
10.357p
11.725p
12.081p
13.732p
12.202p
13.340p
10.160p
11.951p

---
5.217p

---
4.919p

---
5.904p

---
6.183p

---
5.175p

---
5.095p

---
5.387p

---
6.726p

---
7.110p

---
6.081p

---
4.777p

---
5.681p

---
5.750p

---
4.956p

20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p

10.671p
12.277p
10.697p
12.324p
12.110p
13.574p
13.073p
15.178p
10.965p
12.487p
11.242p
12.831p
12.289p
13.756p
13.312p
14.950p
12.809p
15.099p
12.579p
14.440p
10.875p
12.311p
12.685p
14.419p
12.812p
14.007p
10.668p
12.549p

---
5.478p

---
5.165p

---
6.199p

---
6.492p

---
5.434p

---
5.350p

---
5.656p

---
7.062p

---
7.466p

---
6.385p

---
5.016p

---
5.965p

---
6.038p

---
5.204p

Daily 
Service 
Charge

All/Day 
kWh

Night
kWh

Daily 
Service 
Charge

All/Day 
kWh

Night
kWh

ScottishPower Electricity Prices
For domestic Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 customers. Prices effective from 9th May 2016.

Pay monthly by Direct Debit

excluding VAT including VAT

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount**may apply.
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10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23

Eastern
Eastern

East Midlands
East Midlands

London
London
Manweb
Manweb
Midlands
Midlands
Northern
Northern
Norweb
Norweb

Scottish Hydro
Scottish Hydro
ScottishPower
ScottishPower

SEEBOARD
SEEBOARD
Southern
Southern
SWALEC
SWALEC

SWEB
SWEB

Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Domestic ‘S’
Economy 7
Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate
Domestic

White Meter No.1

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Single Rate
Two Rate

Electricity Prices

Supply 
Area 
Code

Supply 
Area 

Meter 
Type

19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p

11.449p
12.978p
11.474p
13.023p
12.819p
14.214p
13.736p
15.741p
11.729p
13.178p
11.993p
13.506p
12.990p
14.387p
13.964p
15.524p
13.485p
15.666p
13.266p
15.038p
11.643p
13.011p
13.367p
15.018p
13.488p
14.626p
11.446p
13.237p

---
6.503p

---
6.205p

---
7.190p

---
7.469p

---
6.461p

---
6.381p

---
6.673p

---
8.012p

---
8.396p

---
7.367p

---
6.063p

---
6.967p

---
7.036p

---
6.242p

20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p

12.021p
13.627p
12.048p
13.674p
13.460p
14.925p
14.423p
16.528p
12.315p
13.837p
12.593p
14.181p
13.640p
15.106p
14.662p
16.300p
14.159p
16.449p
13.929p
15.790p
12.225p
13.662p
14.035p
15.769p
14.162p
15.357p
12.018p
13.899p

---
6.828p

---
6.515p

---
7.550p

---
7.842p

---
6.784p

---
6.700p

---
7.007p

---
8.413p

---
8.816p

---
7.735p

---
6.366p

---
7.315p

---
7.388p

---
6.554p

Daily 
Service 
Charge

All/Day 
kWh

Night
kWh

Daily 
Service 
Charge

All/Day 
kWh

Night
kWh

ScottishPower Electricity Prices
For domestic Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 customers. Prices effective from 9th May 2016.

Pay quarterly by Direct Debit or Debit Card

excluding VAT including VAT

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount**may apply.
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ScottishPower Gas Prices
For domestic Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 customers. Prices effective from 9th May 2016.

Pay monthly by Direct Debit

Gas Prices excluding VAT including VAT

Eastern
East Midlands

London
Manweb
Midlands
Northern
Norweb

Scottish Hydro
ScottishPower

SEEBOARD
Southern
SWALEC

SWEB
Yorkshire

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p

2.621p
2.610p
2.930p
2.830p
2.687p
2.614p
2.871p
2.803p
2.660p
2.866p
2.659p
2.921p
2.910p
2.601p

20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p

2.752p
2.741p
3.077p
2.972p
2.821p
2.745p
3.015p
2.943p
2.793p
3.009p
2.792p
3.067p
3.056p
2.731p

Pay quarterly by Direct Debit or Debit Card

19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p
19.57p

2.912p
2.901p
3.221p
3.121p
2.978p
2.905p
3.162p
3.094p
2.951p
3.157p
2.950p
3.212p
3.201p
2.892p

20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p
20.55p

3.058p
3.046p
3.382p
3.277p
3.127p
3.050p
3.320p
3.249p
3.099p
3.315p
3.098p
3.373p
3.361p
3.037p

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount**may apply.

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount**may apply.

Supply Area 
Code

Supply Area Daily Service 
Charge

All kWh Daily Service 
Charge

All kWh

Eastern
East Midlands

London
Manweb
Midlands
Northern
Norweb

Scottish Hydro
ScottishPower

SEEBOARD
Southern
SWALEC

SWEB
Yorkshire

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Supply Area 
Code

Supply Area Daily Service 
Charge

All kWh Daily Service 
Charge

All kWh

Gas Prices excluding VAT including VAT
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Electricity 
Prices

Meter Type
Daily 

Standing 
Charge

excluding VAT

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

including VAT

Daily 
Standing 
Charge

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

ComfortPlus 

Control

ComfortPlus

WhiteMeter

Domestic &

Economy 2000

Domestic & 

Off-Peak C

Domestic &

 Off-Peak 2 
Domestic & 

Off-Peak A

Domestic & 

Off-Peak D

ScottishPower Electricity Prices - Electric Heating
For domestic Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 customers. Prices effective from 9th May 2016.

Electricity Heating - ScottishPower Area - Supply Area Code 18
Pay monthly by Direct Debit

Electricity 
Prices

Meter Type
Daily 

Standing 
Charge

excluding VAT

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

including VAT

Daily 
Standing 
Charge

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

ComfortPlus 

Control

ComfortPlus

WhiteMeter

Domestic &

Economy 2000

Domestic & 

Off-Peak C

Domestic &

 Off-Peak 2 
Domestic & 

Off-Peak A

Domestic & 

Off-Peak D

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount** may apply.

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount** may apply.

Electricity Heating - ScottishPower Area - Supply Area Code 18
Pay quarterly by direct debit, cash, cheque, postal order or weekly by payment book or card.

19.57p

19.57p

22.45p

22.45p

22.45p

22.45p

22.45p

12.199p

14.380p

12.199p

12.199p

12.199p

12.199p

12.199p

---

7.110p

8.126p

9.308p

12.587p

7.610p

11.098p

7.252p

6.489p

---

---

---

---

---

20.55p

20.55p

23.57p

23.57p

23.57p

23.57p

23.57p

12.809p

15.099p

12.809p

12.809p

12.809p

12.809p

12.809p

---

7.466p

8.532p

9.773p

13.216p

7.991p

11.653p

7.615p

6.813p

---

---

---

---

---

19.57p

19.57p

22.45p

22.45p

22.45p

22.45p

22.45p

13.485p

15.666p

13.485p

13.485p

13.485p

13.485p

13.485p

---

8.396p

9.412p

10.594p

13.873p

8.896p

12.384p

8.538p

7.775p

---

---

---

---

---

20.55p

20.55p

23.57p

23.57p

23.57p

23.57p

23.57p

14.159p

16.449p

14.159p

14.159p

14.159p

14.159p

14.159p

---

8.816p

9.883p

11.124p

14.567p

9.341p

13.003p

8.965p

8.164p

---

---

---

---

---
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Option 14

Twinheat A and B

Economy 7 Plus

White Meter 8

Domestic ‘S’ &

 Off-Peak A

Domestic ‘S’ & 

Off-Peak C

Domestic ‘S’ & 

Off-Peak D

Domestic ‘S’ & 

Off-Peak E

ScottishPower Electricity Prices - Electric Heating
For domestic Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 customers. Prices effective from 9th May 2016.

Electricity Heating - Manweb - Supply Area Code 13
Pay monthly by Direct Debit

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount** may apply.

Electricity 
Prices

Meter Type
Daily 

Standing 
Charge

excluding VAT

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

including VAT

Daily 
Standing 
Charge

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

Option 14

Twinheat A and B

Economy 7 Plus

White Meter 8

Domestic ‘S’ &

 Off-Peak A

Domestic ‘S’ & 

Off-Peak C

Domestic ‘S’ & 

Off-Peak D

Domestic ‘S’ & 

Off-Peak E

The Gas & Electricity Offer annual discount* and the Online Energy Service annual discount** may apply.

Electricity 
Prices

Meter Type
Daily 

Standing 
Charge

excluding VAT

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

including VAT

Daily 
Standing 
Charge

All/Day
kWh

Night/Low
/Off-Peak 

kWh

Control 
kWh

Electricity Heating - Manweb - Supply Area Code 13
Pay quarterly by direct debit, cash, cheque, postal order or weekly by payment book or card

19.57p

19.57p

19.57p

19.57p

23.23p

23.23p

23.23p

23.23p

20.781p

17.717p

14.455p

19.233p

12.450p

12.450p

12.450p

12.450p

7.738p

7.789p

6.183p

7.871p

8.714p

6.892p

8.230p

5.969p

---

---

6.227p

---

---

---

---

---

20.55p

20.55p

20.55p

20.55p

24.39p

24.39p

24.39p

24.39p

21.820p

18.603p

15.178p

20.195p

13.073p

13.073p

13.073p

13.073p

8.125p

8.178p

6.492p

8.265p

9.150p

7.237p

8.642p

6.267p

---

---

6.538p

---

---

---

---

---

19.57p

19.57p

19.57p

19.57p

23.23p

23.23p

23.23p

23.23p

22.067p

19.003p

15.741p

20.519p

13.736p

13.736p

13.736p

13.736p

9.024p

9.075p

7.469p

9.157p

10.000p

8.178p

9.516p

7.255p

---

---

7.513p

---

---

---

---

---

20.55p

20.55p

20.55p

20.55p

24.39p

24.39p

24.39p

24.39p

23.170p

19.953p

16.528p

21.545p

14.423p

14.423p

14.423p

14.423p

9.475p

9.529p

7.842p

9.615p

10.500p

8.587p

9.992p

7.618p

---

---

7.889p

---

---

---

---

---
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Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 
customers (ScottishPower Area):
Descriptions and Recommended Applications

These descriptions cover general principles. Actual prices 
charged vary from time to time, depending on choice of 
payment method, and are listed separately.

Domestic
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge which applies 
regardless of usage and a single kWh rate for all electricity 
used. The Domestic tariff is intended for customers who 
make use of electricity for general domestic purposes only. 
It is also suitable for most customers who use direct acting 
electric heating (i.e. non-storage based systems). 

White Meter No. 1 (WM1)
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge which applies 
regardless of usage and two different kWh rates: these 
apply to all electricity used during Day and Night times 
respectively. ‘Night’ is formally defined as any period of 
8.5 hours at ScottishPower’s discretion between 22.00 and 
08.30 GMT, but in practice should be one of the following: 

23.00 to 07.30 GMT
(i.e. 00.00 to 08.30 BST in summer),

23.45 to 08.15 Local Time
(i.e. same clock time all year), or

00.00 to 08.30 Local Time at the choice of ScottishPower 
‘Day’ means at all other times.

Compared to Domestic tariff, the WM1 Daily Service 
Charge is unchanged and the Day kWh rate is slightly 
higher. The Night kWh rate is, however, significantly lower. 
WM1 is intended for customers who make substantial use 
of electricity at Night. About 25% of the electricity used 
by continuously operating appliances such as freezers is 
automatically taken at night. Early morning use of lighting, 
heating and cooking is also likely to occur in the Night 
period, and other appliances such as washing machines 
and dishwashers can be deliberately operated at Night to 
take advantage of the low price.

Prior to 1991 customers could choose WM1 for operation 
of storage heaters, which were normally arranged to only 
use electricity at Night. Customers who choose WM1 
following its re-introduction in 2004 may not use it for 
storage heating. WM1 customers who did use storage 
heaters prior to this may continue to do so, but a better 
option would be to request a transfer to ScottishPower’s 
ComfortPlus White Meter tariff (CPWM) - described below. 
CPWM gives enhanced heater performance combined with 
a lower kWh price.

ComfortPlus White Meter (CPWM)
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge which applies 
regardless of usage and three different kWh rates. These 
are the ‘Day’, ‘Night’ and ‘Controlled Circuit’ rates and are 
applied as follows:

• Day and Night rates apply to electricity used for general  
 purposes, excluding storage space heating, during Day  
 and Night times respectively.

•  Night is formally defined as any period of 8.5 hours at
 ScottishPower’s discretion between 22.00 and 08.30
 Local Time, but in practice would normally be 00.00 to 
 08.30 Local Time.

• Day means at all other times

• The Controlled Circuit kWh price applies to electricity
 supplied via a separate controlled circuit to storage
 space heating. The controlled circuit operates in one of  
 two ways according to customer’s choice as described 
 below.

ComfortPlus White Meter with Weathercall Option
The Controlled Circuit is energised for periods having an 
aggregate daily duration between 0 and 14 hours chosen by 
ScottishPower on the basis of forecast weather 
conditions. The intention is that the customer should be 
able to leave all storage heaters switched on with their 
charge controllers set to maximum and obtain a 
substantially constant daily average indoor temperature in 
each heated room throughout the year. For this 
temperature to provide acceptable comfort conditions it 
is essential that the heating system is correctly sized. The 
Weathercall Option is therefore recommended for houses 
with correctly sized heating systems using high capacity 
storage heaters.

ComfortPlus White Meter without Weathercall
The Controlled Circuit is energised for two or more 
periods with an aggregate daily duration of 8.5 hours. 
The customer must control the storage heating manually 
by varying the setting of individual heaters’ charge
controllers. As an alternative, some form of automatic 
controller can be installed.

CPWM without Weathercall is recommended for houses 
having partial or inadequately sized heating systems using 
high capacity storage heaters.

Compared to WM1, the CPWM Daily Standing Charge, Day 
and Night kWh rates are essentially unchanged. The Con-
trolled Circuit kWh rate, which applies to the storage heating 
usage, is however some 10% lower than Night rate.

CPWM is intended for customers who use storage 
heating - and indeed is only made available to customers 
who do - but it also offers the same benefits as WM1 for 
those customers who make substantial  other use of 
electricity at Night. About 35% of the  electricity used 
by continuously operating appliances such as freezers 
is automatically taken at night. Early morning use of 
lighting, heating and cooking is also likely to occur in 
the Night period, and other appliances such as washing 
machines and dishwashers can be deliberately operated 
at Night to take advantage of the low price. Storage 
water heating would normally be wired to take most or 
all energy at Night using either the water heating control 
incorporated in the metering equipment or some other 
time control system.
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ComfortPlus Control (CPC)
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge which applies 
regardless of usage and two different kWh rates. These 
are Heating kWh rate and the Other rate and are applied 
as follows:

Heating rate applies to all electricity supplied by the heat-
ing meter and is made available on three circuits which 
operate as follows:

(a) The controlled circuit supplies storage space heating
 and is energised for periods having an aggregate daily
 duration between 0 and 14 hours chosen by 
 ScottishPower on the basis of forecast weather 
 conditions. The intention is that the customer should  
 be able to leave all storage heaters switched on with  
 their charge controllers set to maximum and obtain  
 a substantially constant daily average indoor 
 temperature in each heated room throughout the year.
 For this temperature to provide acceptable comfort
 conditions it is essential that the heating system is
 correctly sized. CPC is only permitted where the system
 provides whole house heating and storage heating
 forms at least 60% of the total installed heating load.

(b) The storage water heating circuit supplies storage 
 water heating and is energised for periods formally
 defined as being at ScottishPower’s discretion totalling
 4 hours per day, but in practice would normally be
 04.00 to 08.30 Local Time.

(c) The direct space and water heating circuit supplies
 direct acting space and water heating and is energised 
 24 hours per day.

The “Other” rate applies to electricity used for all other 
purposes. This will include any space or water heating not 
supplied by the appropriate heating circuit.

CPC has an advantage over CPWM in that all heating is 
supplied at the same low kWh price but, on the other 
hand, the Heating rate is higher than CPWM’s Controlled 
Circuit rate. With a well sized and properly operated 
heating system it should be possible to achieve a lower 
annual cost with CPWM (with Weathercall) than CPC.

Economy 2000
This tariff is intended for medium capacity storage 
boilers providing space heating or both space and water 
heating. Electricity for all other purposes must be taken 
on Domestic tariff and a combined Daily Standing Charge 
applies. The Economy 2000 supply is made available for 
periods at ScottishPower’s discretion totalling 18 hours per 
day, but with the proviso that no interruption will exceed 
2 hours. It is important, therefore, that the boiler stores 
sufficient energy to supply space (and possibly water) 
heating requirements for 2 hours. Direct acting boilers 
without storage capacity are not permitted to make use of 
Economy 2000.

Off-Peak C
This tariff was originally designed for medium capacity 
storage heating equipment that has now been obsolete for 
more than 20 years. Modern high capacity storage heating 
can always be operated more economically on CPWM 
or CPC. Some systems however, e.g. underfloor storage 
heating, require longer availability and Off-Peak C may be 
suitable.
The Off-Peak C supply is made available for 24 hours per 
day on Saturday and Sunday and for periods at 
ScottishPower’s discretion totalling 12 hours per day on 
Monday to Friday. Electricity for all other purposes must be 
taken on Domestic tariff and a combined Daily Standing

Charge applies.

Preserved Off-Peak Tariffs
Preserved tariffs are not available to new customers, but 
a customer with a preserved tariff may continue to use 
it. A transfer to a more modern tariff might be financially 
beneficial. It is important to note, however, that the heating 
equipment currently supplied on the off-peak tariff may not 
operate satisfactorily on a different tariff. More guidance on 
this is given below. If the original heating system has been 
replaced using adequately sized modern high capacity stor-
age heaters a transfer to ScottishPower’s ComfortPlus White 
Meter tariff (CPWM) would normally be preferable. 

Off-Peak A
This tariff was originally designed for high capacity storage 
heating systems. The Off-Peak A supply is made available for 
24 hours per day on Saturday and Sunday and for 8 hours at 
ScottishPower’s discretion on Monday to Friday. Electricity 
for all other purposes must be taken on Domestic Tariff 
and a combined Daily Standing Charge applies. Unless the 
weekend availability is of some particular benefit, a better 
option would be to request a transfer to CPWM. CPWM gives 
enhanced heater performance combined with a lower kWh 
price.

Off-Peak D
This tariff was originally designed for low capacity storage 
heating equipment that has now been obsolete for more 
than 30 years. The Off-Peak D supply is made available for 
24 hours per day on Saturday and Sunday and for periods 
at ScottishPower’s discretion totalling 16 hours on Monday 
to Friday. Electricity for all other purposes must be taken 
on Domestic tariff and a combined Daily Standing Charge 
applies.

Some systems, e.g. under-floor storage heating, require 
long daily availability and if such a heating system is re-
tained there may not be any realistic alternative to Off-Peak 
D. An exception to this is where substantially improved 
insulation has been fitted to a property since the Off-Peak 
D heating system was designed: in these circumstances a 
transfer to Off-Peak C might be justified and would reduce 
the kWh price. Off-Peak D was occasionally used to supply 
medium capacity storage boilers: in such cases a transfer to 
Economy 2000 would give improved heating performance 
and a lower kWh price.

Off-Peak 2
This tariff was originally designed for low capacity storage 
heating equipment that has now been obsolete for more 
than 40 years. The Off-Peak 2 supply is made available for 
24 hours per day on Saturday and Sunday and for periods at 
ScottishPower’s discretion totalling 20 hours on
Monday to Friday. Electricity for all other purposes must be 
taken on Domestic Tariff and a combined Daily Standing 
Charge applies.

Low capacity storage heating equipment designed to oper-
ate with Off-Peak 2 will not operate satisfactorily on a more 
modern tariff.

These details are correct at time of publication but may be 
varied or withdrawn without notice.

These descriptions cover general principles. Actual prices 
charged vary from time to time, depend on choice of pay-
ment method, and are listed separately.
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Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 
customers (Manweb Area):
Descriptions and Recommended Applications

Domestic ‘S’
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge, which applies 
regardless of usage and a single kWh rate for all electricity 
used. The Domestic tariff is intended for customers who 
make use of electricity for general domestic purposes only. 
It is also suitable for most customers who use direct acting 
electric heating (i.e. non-storage based systems).

Economy 7
This is a two-rate tariff and designed for customers who 
can make use of a period of off peak electricity during the 
night. Typically (but not exclusively) for customers with 
storage heating and/or electric water heating. Compared 
with Domestic ‘S’, the daily Standing Charge is unchanged 
while a higher day unit rate and significantly lower night 
unit rate apply.

Night is formally defined, as any continuous period of 7 
hrs at ScottishPower’s discretion between the hours of 
24.00hrs and 08.00hrs, but in practice should be one of 
the following. 

24.00hrs to 07.00hrs GMT
(i.e. 01.00hrs to 08.00hrs BST in summer)

24.30hrs to 07.30hrs GMT
(i.e. 01.30hrs to 08.30hrs BST in summer)

“Day” means at all other times.

Customers with old style mechanical timeswitches may 
experience variation from the above times depending on 
clock accuracy and settings.

Economy 7 although principally designed for use with 
electrical heating can be to any customers benefit if they 
can transfer a reasonable percentage of their daily average 
consumption to the night rate. Typically the break-even 
figure has been around 15% however this is dependent 
on the prevailing prices. About 30% of the electricity used 
by continuously operating appliances such as freezers is 
automatically taken at night. Early morning use of lighting, 
heating and cooking is also likely to occur in the Night 
period and other appliances such as washing machines 
and dishwashers can be deliberately operated at Night 
to take advantage of the lower price rate. Storage water 
heating would normally be wired to take most or all energy 
at Night using either the water heating control 
incorporated in the metering equipment or some other 
time control system.

Economy 7 Plus Weathercall
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge which applies 
regardless of usage and three different kWh rates. These 
are the ‘Day’, ‘Night’ and ‘Controlled Circuit’ rates and are 
applied as follows:

• Day and Night rates apply to electricity used for general  
 purposes, excluding storage space heating, during Day
 and Night times respectively.

• Night is formally defined as any period of 7 hours at
 ScottishPower’s discretion between 0000 and 0830
 GMT, but in practice would normally be 0030 to 0730 
 Local Time.

•  Day means at all other times

•  The Controlled Circuit kWh price applies to all electricity 
 supplied on two special circuits which operate as follows:

(a) The storage space heating circuit supplies storage space 
heating and is energised for periods having an aggregate 
daily duration between 0 and 14 hours chosen by Scot-
tishPower on the basis of forecast weather conditions. The 
intention is that the customer should be able to leave all 
storage heaters switched on with their charge controllers 
set to maximum and obtain a substantially constant daily 
average indoor temperature in each heated room through-
out the year. For this temperature to provide acceptable 
comfort conditions it is essential that the heating system is 
correctly sized.

(b) The storage water heating circuit supplies storage water 
heating and is energised for periods formally defined as 
being at ScottishPower’s discretion totalling 4 hours per day, 
but in practice would normally be 0330 to 0800 Local Time.
Compared to Economy 7, the Economy 7 Plus Weathercall 
Daily Standing Charge, Day and Night kWh rates are essen-
tially unchanged. The Controlled Circuit kWh rate, which 
applies to the storage space and water heating usage, is 
however some 10% lower than Night rate.

Economy 7 Plus Weathercall is intended for customers who 
use storage heating - and indeed is only made available to 
customers who do - but it also offers the same benefits as 
Economy 7 for those customers who make substantial other 
use of electricity at Night. About 29% of the electricity used 
by continuously operating appliances such as freezers is 
automatically taken at night. Early morning use of lighting, 
heating and cooking is also likely to occur in the Night 
period, and other appliances such as washing machines and 
dishwashers can be deliberately operated at Night to take 
advantage of the low price.

These details are correct at time of publication but may be 
varied or withdrawn without notice.

Twinheat
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge, which applies regard-
less of usage. It is a two-rate tariff designed for customers 
who use electricity during the night and afternoon. This 
tariff provides 7 hrs of off peak electricity (defined as low 
rate) and 17 hrs on peak electricity (defined as peak rate) 
in each 24 hr period. The off peak (low) period is split into 
two segments, the timings dependent on which option is 
favoured by the customer.
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Twinheat A

Low rate, 4hrs between 03.00hrs and 07.00hrs & 3hrs 
between 13.30hrs and 16.30hrs
Peak means at all other times.

Twinheat B
Low rate, 4hrs between 21.00hrs and 01.00hrs & 3hrs 
between 12.00hrs and 15.00hrs

Peak means at all other times.

Twinheat was principally designed for use with electric 
storage heating, enabling new and existing customers to 
benefit from two off peak charging periods in each 24 hrs. 
This allows storage heaters to charge more evenly whilst 
also allowing the customer to heat hot water on the off 
peak rate. It is also possible for other high cost cooking and 
laundry appliances to be deliberately operated on the low 
rate during the day. The choice of times is fixed for each 
option, the customer having to decide which regime is 
best suited to their requirements. Compared with Econo-
my 7 off peak unit prices are slightly higher with peak and 
Standing Charges remaining the same. Existing customers 
switching from Economy 7 would have no difficulty with 
off peak heating as the off peak circuits controlled via the 
teleswitch would continue to function in the same way 
as before. However customers who control heaters via a 
separate contactor or whose water heating is activated via 
a separate timeswitch would have to ensure these devices 
were adjusted to reflect the new time regime.

Option 14
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge, which applies 
regardless of usage. It is a two-rate tariff designed for cus-
tomers who use electricity during the night and afternoon 
and is designed specifically for use with electric storage 
heating. The customer is charged at two rates defined as 
low and peak. This tariff provides 14 hrs of off peak elec-
tricity (defined as low rate) and 10 hrs on peak electricity 
(defined as peak rate) in each 24 hr period. The off peak 
(low) period is split into two segments, one overnight 
and the other during the afternoon. At ScottishPower’s 
discretion the times are defined as: 3hrs between 13.00hrs 
and 16.00hrs (GMT) 11hrs between 21.00hrs and 08.00hrs 
(GMT).

Peak is defined as being at all other times.

The Tariff is controlled via meter equipment with an 
electronic timeswitch and should be consistent across all 
sites.

The unit prices are significantly higher than Economy 7.

The tariff was designed specifically for use in conjunction 
with specially designed storage heaters equipped with half 
rated elements. The principle being that the heaters would 
charge for twice the normal period (compared with Econo-
my 7) but with the half rated element would only consume 
the same number of units.

Under normal circumstances this tariff would only be 
made available to customers with the appropriate heating 
system designed for a 14 hr charge. Customers with high 
capacity storage heaters will obtain more economical oper-
ating on Economy 7 or Economy 7 Plus Weathercall.
In addition there are a small number of domestic custom-
ers with particularly high-energy requirements who may 
benefit from this tariff. Typically customers who have high 
underlying consumption (such as swimming pools) can 
benefit by maximising the use of such installations during 
the 14 hours of the low rate.

Preserved Tariffs
The following tariffs are preserved and not available to new 
customers.

White Meter 8
This tariff has a Daily Standing Charge, which applies regard-
less of usage. It is a two-rate tariff similar to Economy 7 tariff 
but offers an 8 hr Night period.

Night is formally defined, as any continuous period of 8 hrs 
at ScottishPower’s discretion between the hours of 23.00hrs 
and 08.00 hrs (GMT).

Off-Peak A
For supplies of electricity at off peak rates made available for 
approximately 10hrs at ScottishPower’s discretion between 
19.00 hrs and 07.00hrs (GMT) and for a further 2 hrs 
between 13.30hrs and 15.30hrs (GMT).

The off peak rate applies for storage heating and water heat-
ing. There is a charge for each kWh unit supplied and also 
a Daily Standing Charge. This tariff is taken in conjunction 
with Domestic ‘S’ and therefore will require separate meter-
ing for the Off-Peak and Domestic ‘S’ supplies.

Off-Peak C
For supplies of electricity at off peak rates made available for 
approximately 8hrs at ScottishPower’s discretion between 
22.00 hrs and 09.30hrs (GMT).

The off peak rate applies for storage heating and water heat-
ing. There is a charge for each kWh unit supplied and also 
a Daily Standing Charge. This tariff is taken in conjunction 
with Domestic ‘S’ and therefore will require separate meter-
ing for the Off-Peak and Domestic ‘S’ supplies.

Off-Peak D
For supplies of electricity at off peak rates made available for 
approximately 7hrs or 8hrs at night and 3hrs during the day 
according to the following criteria

Either

a) 8 hrs 23.00hrs to 07.00hrs (GMT) or b) 7 hrs 01.30hrs to 
08.30hrs (GMT)

And in addition
Either c) 3 hrs 13.30hrs to 16.30hrs (GMT) or d) 3hrs split 
11.30hrs to 13.00hrs (GMT) and 15.00hrs to 16.30hrs (GMT)

The off peak rate applies for storage heating and water 
heating. There is a unit charge for each kWh and also a Daily 
Standing Charge. This tariff is taken in conjunction with 
Domestic ‘S’ and therefore will require separate metering for 
the Off-Peak and Domestic ‘S’ supplies.

Off-Peak E
For supplies of electricity at off peak rates made available for 
approximately 7hrs at ScottishPower’s discretion between 
22.00 hrs and 09.30hrs (GMT).

The off peak rate applies for storage heating and water 
heating. There is a unit charge for each kWh and also a Daily 
Standing Charge.

This tariff is taken in conjunction with Domestic ‘S’ and 
therefore will require separate metering for the Off-Peak 
and Domestic ‘S’ supplies.
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General Terms and Conditions for Domestic Customers

1 The words listed below have the following meanings in these terms and
 conditions and in the Application or Verbal Agreement and Letter:

 Agreement
 The agreement that we will supply you with Fuel under an available Tariff as set out in these terms
 and conditions. This incorporates the Application completed by you as accepted by us or the Verbal
 Agreement and Letter;

 Annual Reassessment
 The point each year at which we check whether your monthly Direct Debit amount needs to be
 changed to reflect accurately the cost of Fuel that you use;

 Annual Statement
 The written Summary which contains information about your Fuel use, and which we will provide to
 you once for each 12-month period when we are your Fuel supplier;

 Application
 The application, incorporating some or all of these terms and conditions, made by you to us in
 writing or by Online Application for a supply of Fuel at the Premises;

 Connection Point
 The point at which the Premises are connected to the electricity distribution network operated
 and/or owned by the Distributor;

 Dead Tariff
 An Evergreen Tariff which has been withdrawn from sale and is no longer available to new customers;

 Direct Debit Credit Payment Scheme
 Means our scheme which may pay a credit to your account if (after deducting all relevant Fuel supply
 charges):
  - your account is in credit between one hundred pounds (£100) and five hundred pounds 
   (£500) sterling; and
  - you are required to pay by monthly Direct Debit under your Agreement;

 Disconnection, disconnected
  - in relation to gas, to stop gas passing from the mains gas pipeline system to the Equipment at
   the Premises; and
  -  in relation to electricity, to stop electricity passing from the electricity distribution network
   operated and/or owned by the Distributor to the Equipment at the Premises;

 Distributor
 The electricity distributor that operates and/or owns the electricity distribution network connected
 to the Connection Point through which electricity is conveyed to the Premises;

 Electricity Supplier
 A person authorised to supply electricity under the Electricity Act 1989, as amended;

 End of Fixed Term Notice
 The notice we will give you before the end of a Fixed-term Tariff, advising you of your options and   
 explaining what will happen if you do not agree to extend the duration of the Agreement or enter into  
 a new Agreement with us (Condition 7.3);

 Equipment
  -  in relation to gas, the meter(s) valves, pressure regulators, pipes, and the other apparatus used
   to supply gas to the Premises; and
  -  in relation to electricity, the lines and equipment supplying electricity to the Premises;

Part 1  Glossary of important terms
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 Evergreen Tariff
 A Tariff which is offered by us for the supply of Fuel under a contract of indefinite duration;

 Financial Disadvantage
 Any direct or indirect loss of profits, revenues, interest, business, goodwill or commercial, market or
 economic opportunity;

 Fixed-term Tariff
 A Tariff with a fixed end date in which the charges (comprising a Unit Rate and Standing Charge)
 and any available discounts will not change, unless variation is permitted under these terms and
 conditions;

 Fuel
 If in the Application or the Verbal Agreement, you selected:
  – a supply of gas, mains gas;
  – a supply of electricity, electricity; and
  – a supply of both gas and electricity, mains gas and electricity;

 Fuel Supplier
 A person authorised to supply mains gas and/or electricity under the Gas Act 1986, as amended or
 the Electricity Act 1989, as amended;
 
 Gas Supplier
 A person authorised to supply mains gas under the Gas Act 1986, as amended;

 Letter
 The letter from us to you which outlines our Agreement with you;

 Licence
 – in relation to gas, the gas supply licence granted to us under the Gas Act 1986, as amended; and
 – in relation to electricity, the electricity supply licence granted to us under the Electricity Act
  1989, as amended;

 National Terms of Connection
 The Distributor’s national terms of connection, reference to which is printed at the end of these
 terms and conditions;

 Ofgem
 The Gas and Electricity Markets Authority;

 Online Application
 The application made by you over the internet, our intranet and/or any similar medium for a supply
 of Fuel at the Premises;

 Online Energy Service Agreement
 An Agreement dealing with the online energy services provided by us;

 Personal Projection
 Your estimated annual cost for the supply of Fuel over a 12-month period, calculated using the best
 information available to us about your Fuel consumption and based on your current Tariff (or, where
 your current Tariff has less than 12 months to run, it will be based on our cheapest applicable
 Evergreen Tariff for the rest of the 12 months). Your Personal Projection will be provided to you:
 – with your Annual Statement (called Your Annual Summary);
 – with any bill; and
 – whenever we provide you with information on the Principal Terms;

 Premises
 The place where we will supply you with Fuel, which will be specified in your Application or Letter;

 Price Increase Notice
 The notice of any increase in charges payable under your Tariff which we will give you at least 30 days
 before any such increases take effect;
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 Principal Terms
 The terms set out on our website at www.scottishpower.co.uk and provided to proposed
 customers prior to entry into any Verbal Agreement and which outline some or all of these terms and
 conditions, including in relation to:
  – charges and any security requirements applicable to the terms of our supply of Fuel to you
   (including terms regarding your payment method);
  –  any credit and Fuel use limits applicable to our supply of Fuel to you; and
  –  termination and duration rights and obligations in respect of our supply of Fuel to you;

 Regulations
 The Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002 as amended or replaced over time;

 Standing Charge
 The monetary amount (which may be zero) charged to you on a daily basis, in addition to Unit Rate
 charges for your consumption of Fuel;

 Tariff
 The price you pay for Fuel, along with any specific Terms and Conditions applicable to that price,
 which is offered by us for the supply of Fuel to you;

 Tariff Comparison Rate
 A figure which gives you an indication of the cost per unit of gas or electricity for your Tariff, based
 on a typical user and which enables you to compare your current Tariff with other Tariffs available to
 you;

 Tariff Information Label
 The table of key facts that allows you to compare the price and non-price features of energy tariffs on
 a like-for-like basis, available on our website at www.scottishpower.co.uk/tariff-information;

 Taxes
 VAT and any other tax, levy, charge or duty related to the supply of Fuel and/or the provision of the
 services provided under the Online Energy Service Agreement.
  –  In relation to gas, ‘Taxes’ also includes any such VAT and other charges payable to our gas
   suppliers and transporters; and
  – in relation to electricity, ‘Taxes’ also includes any such VAT and other charges payable to those
   who distribute or transmit electricity for us;

 Time of Use Tariff
 A Tariff in which the supply charges vary depending on the time of day when Fuel is consumed;

 Transporter
 The gas transporter that operates and/or owns the mains gas pipeline system through which gas is
 transported to the Premises;

 Unit Rate
 The monetary amount chargeable for each unit of Fuel consumed by you;

 Verbal Agreement
 The verbal agreement between us and you for a supply of Fuel to the Premises, which is recorded
 and detailed in the Letter and these terms and conditions;

 we, us, our
 ScottishPower Energy Retail Limited, having its registered office at 1 Atlantic Quay, Glasgow G2 8SP;

 Working Day
 Any day other than Saturday, Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday or a UK bank holiday;

 you, your
  – in respect of an Application, the person identified in the Application as the “customer”; or
  – in respect of a Verbal Agreement, the person identified in the Letter as the “customer”.
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2 Before we can supply you with fuel

2.1 We will supply you with Fuel only once you have provided us with the information necessary for us to 
 become fully authorised or registered to supply you with gas and/or electricity, as relevant. We expect
 those requirements to be met and will take all reasonable steps to meet them.  However, if they have
 not been met within a reasonable period after the date of your Application or our Verbal Agreement,
 we may (without liability) give you written notice that the Agreement has ended and that you will stay
 as a customer of your existing Gas Supplier and/or Electricity Supplier.  

2.2 We will start to switch your account to us as soon as practicable after you enter into an Agreement
 with us, and we will take all reasonable steps to switch the Fuel supply to your Premises from your
 existing Gas Supplier and/or Electricity Supplier to us within 21 days of the date on which you enter
 into an Agreement with us, unless:

 2.2.1 you ask us to start your supply at a later date;
 2.2.2 your existing Gas Supplier and/or Electricity Supplier blocks the switch, as it can do under its  
   supply licence;
 2.2.3 we do not have all of the information we need to complete the switch and:
   (a) we have taken all reasonable steps to get the missing information from you and/or your  
    existing Gas Supplier and/or Electricity Supplier but we have not been given the 
    information, or the information given to us is incorrect; and
   (b) the missing information is not readily available to us from elsewhere; 

 2.2.4 we cannot complete the switch because of something else that you have done or failed to do;
 2.2.5 you cancel the Agreement during your “cooling off period” under Condition 2.3; or
 2.2.6 Condition 2.5 applies (the electricity meter is not suitable for any tariff available from us).
   In any event we will do what we can to complete the switch within 21 days, excluding the time  
   needed to resolve any of the exceptions.

2.3 You may cancel the Agreement by notifying us at any time during your ”cooling off” period that you  
 do not want us to supply you with Fuel.  Your “cooling off period” begins on the day on which the  
 Agreement comes into force (see Condition 6.1) and ends 14 days after 
 (i)   the day on which the Agreement comes into force or
  (ii)   if later, the day on which you receive confirmation of the Agreement from us (whether by  
   way of a confirmation letter, welcome pack or otherwise).  However, as we are able to start
   supplying you with Fuel before your “cooling off period” has expired, if we do start 
   supplying you with Fuel and you subsequently cancel the Agreement within your “cooling
   off” period, we can charge you for the Fuel you use up until the point the Agreement is
   cancelled or (if later) the date on which your switch to a new Fuel Supplier is completed.

2.4 Throughout the period of the Agreement you will be the owner or occupier of the Premises, which will
 be connected to the mains gas pipeline and/or the electricity distribution system (as appropriate).  
 We will not supply you with more electricity or gas than you are entitled to receive through the 
 Connection Point or from the Transporter.

 What will happen if there is a problem with your electricity meter 

2.5 If the electricity meter is not suitable for any tariff available from us, we do not have to become or stay  
 as your Electricity Supplier. If we know about the meter problem:

 2.5.1 before we become your registered Electricity Supplier, we can (without liability) tell you in  
   writing that we withdraw from the registration process and that you will stay as a customer of  
   your existing Electricity Supplier; or 
 2.5.2 after we become your registered Electricity Supplier, we can withdraw from being your 
   registered Electricity Supplier.  If we do withdraw, we can (without liability) end the electricity  
   supply Agreement by telling you in writing.  We will continue to comply with all legal duties in  
   relation to you. 

Part 2  General fuel supply conditions
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2.6 If you have chosen to be supplied with both gas and electricity but there is a problem with your 
 electricity meter and you do not want us to supply you with gas anymore: 

 2.6.1 if we are not yet registered as your Gas Supplier for any reason described in Condition 2.2, you  
   can ask us to take all reasonable steps not to become your Gas Supplier; and 
 2.6.2 if we are registered as your Gas Supplier, we will (without liability) end the gas supply 
   Agreement by telling you in writing.  In such circumstances, we will withdraw from being your  
   Gas Supplier.  We will continue to comply with all legal duties in relation to you.

2.7 You will own or occupy your Premises during the Agreement.  Your Premises will be connected to the  
 electricity distribution network at the Connection Point and/or connected to the gas pipeline system.

3 Safety and Emergencies
 Gas

3.1 You will not use gas in a way which is likely to create any risk to the health or safety of any person or  
 risk of damage to property or affect the supply of gas to others.
3.2 If you suspect a gas leak, or damage to any Equipment which might result in a gas leak, you must  
 tell the Transporter immediately.  The telephone number is 0800 111 999.  We will tell you if the tele 
 phone number changes.
3.3 If we have to stop or limit the supply of gas to specified customers under the law or regulation, for as  
 long as we are required to comply:  

 3.3.1 we can stop or limit your supply of gas; and
 3.3.2 you will follow any of our instructions we give you about your use of gas.

 Electricity

3.4 We can stop or change the electricity supply to the Connection Point as often and for as long as we  
 have to if we consider it necessary:
 3.4.1 to avoid danger, or because we would break the law or any Regulations by not stopping or  
   changing the supply;
 3.4.2 to avoid failing or interfering with our supply of electricity to any other person because of any  
   failure by you to comply with your obligations under the Regulations;
 3.4.3 if the Distributor lowers the maximum amount the Connection Point can take, or the 
   Connection Point is disconnected; or 
 3.4.4 in the event of any breach of the Agreement by you.

 General

3.5 Where you have caused the stoppage, limitation and/or disconnection you may have to pay a 
 reasonable charge to restore your gas and/or electricity supply.

4  Access and Equipment
 Access for authorised persons

4.1 You will allow us, the Transporter, Distributor or any other person authorised by the Transporter,  
 Distributor or us full, free and safe rights of access to your Premises: 

 4.1.1 at all times if the Transporter, Distributor or we think it is necessary to stop and/or disconnect  
   the supply to avoid danger to life or property; and 
 4.1.2 at all reasonable times for any other purpose authorised by the Gas Act 1986 or the Electricity  
   Act 1989. 

 Equipment

4.2 You will allow the Transporter or  Distributor (as appropriate) or any other person authorised by the  
 Transporter or Distributor, to install, operate, maintain, repair or replace any Equipment on the 
 Transporter’s or Distributor’s side of, but including, the meter. 

4.3 You will allow us, or any other person authorised by us, to install, operate, maintain, read, disconnect,  
 repair or replace any Equipment on the Transporter’s or Distributor’s side of, but including, the meter. 
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4.4 You will pay the costs of providing you with or installing any mains, pipes or other plant or equipment  
 which need to be installed, replaced, enlarged, extended or renewed to allow you to receive a supply  
 of mains gas or electricity to your Premises.

4.5 You will allow any properly functioning and authorised metering equipment which is installed at the  
 Premises to remain in place, unless you want to control your metering arrangements in line with  
 Condition 4.9.

4.6 You will be responsible at all times for the Equipment on your side of the meter.  You must ensure that  
 it is maintained in good working order and condition, and is operated in compliance with the law.

4.7 The meter reading will be evidence of how much Fuel we have supplied to you.  However, if there is a  
 disagreement about the accuracy of such reading, we will arrange for the meter to be inspected 
 and tested.  The cost of that inspection and testing will be paid by the person who disputed the 
 meter’s accuracy if the meter is found to be operating within the limits of accuracy required by law.

4.8 You must take reasonable care to keep the meter free from damage or interference.  If you do not,  
 you must pay us for the reasonable costs:

 4.8.1 we pay or incur to repair or replace the meter; or
 4.8.2 we or anyone else we authorise incurs to examine the meter as a result of you failing to take  
   reasonable care of that meter.

4.9 If you want to have your own meter (other than from us or the Transporter or Distributor as 
 appropriate) and/or make your own meter reading arrangements, you will have to get our approval to  
 do so.

4.10 If you exercise your rights under Condition 4.9, you must find out about and arrange for all 
 entitlements or consents needed to allow you to use any meter or other similar equipment installed at
 the Premises for measuring the quantity of Fuel supplied to the Premises.  Where you arrange for your 
 meter to be read or operated by someone else, you will pay us for any loss or damage we suffer,
 caused by that person.   

4.11 If you ask us to do any additional connection, disconnection or re-connection work, or which we  
 need to carry out, we may charge you for the costs we incur in carrying out that work and you must  
 pay our reasonable charges.

5 National terms of connection

5.1 You agree that by entering into the Agreement, you are also entering into an agreement directly with 
the Distributor in accordance with the National Terms of Connection.

6 Commencement and continuation of agreement

6.1 This Agreement will come into force when one of the following things happens:

 6.1.1 we agree by telephone that we will supply you;
 6.1.2 you sign a contract in front of one of our representatives; or
 6.1.3 you complete and submit an Application.

6.2 You appoint us as your agent for the purpose of terminating on your behalf any other gas and/or  
 electricity supply contracts as may be required, to allow the Agreement to come into force.

7 Duration of agreement

 Evergreen Tariffs

7.1 Any Agreement under an Evergreen Tariff will continue to apply going forward unless it ends or  
 changes in accordance with these terms.

Part 3  General conditions of the agreement:  
 Commencement, duration, ending and variation
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 Fixed-term Tariffs

7.2 Any Fixed-term Tariff Agreement will continue to apply until the end date of the fixed term unless it is  
 ended, replaced, changed or extended in accordance with these terms or any terms that are specific  
 to your Tariff which may apply.  When the fixed term ends, unless you choose another option, we will  
 move you to our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff.  

7.3 We will send you a written End of Fixed Term Notice between six and seven weeks before the end date  
 of the fixed term.  We will explain what will happen if you do not agree in writing to extend the 
 Agreement or agree to enter a new Agreement with us.  We will outline your options for carrying on or  
 stopping our supply of Fuel to you.  

7.4 Subject to our right to object in Condition 7.5, where:

 7.4.1 we get notice within 20 Working Days from the end of your existing Fixed-term Tariff (either  
   from you or another Fuel Supplier), that you intend to switch Fuel Supplier; and
 7.4.2 the supply switch is made within a reasonable period (usually 30 days) after we get that notice,
   we will continue to supply you with Fuel on your existing Fixed-term Tariff until the switch is
   completed.  However, if we identify that it would benefit you more by moving you to our  
   cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff, we will move you to that Tariff from the end date of your  
   Fixed-term Tariff until the supply switch takes effect.  We will explain to you what will happen,  
   in your End of Fixed-term Notice. 

7.5 If you have any unpaid charges on your account, we can tell you that we intend to block your supply  
 switch until these charges are paid.  Where this Condition applies, we will give you 30 Working Days  
 from the date that we tell you we intend to block your supply switch to pay us those charges and, if  
 you do not do so, we will switch you onto our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff.  

7.6 We will continue to charge you in accordance with our cheapest Evergreen Tariff from the end date of  
 your Fixed-term Tariff until either: 

 7.6.1 we start supplying you under a new Agreement; or
 7.6.2 you have paid us any unpaid charges and another Fuel Supplier is properly authorised or 
   registered to supply you, or we start supplying you under a new Agreement.

7.7 If you agree a new Tariff with us within 20 Working Days from the end of your existing Fixed-term 
 Tariff, we will continue to supply you under your existing Fixed-term Tariff until the new Agreement  
 starts (from which point the new charges will apply).

8 Ending the agreement

8.1 Ending the Agreement in this Condition 8 means:

  8.1.1 ending the gas supply for a gas-only Agreement or the gas supply element of an Agreement to  
  supply both Fuels; or

  8.1.2 ending the electricity supply for an electricity-only Agreement or the electricity supply element  
  of an Agreement to supply both Fuels; or

  8.1.3 ending the dual gas and electricity supply for an Agreement to supply both Fuels.

 Your right to end the Agreement when you move home

8.2 You can end the Agreement if you sell or move out of your Premises and you give us two Working 
Days’ notice (or any shorter notice period we may agree) before you move out.  You will continue to 
be responsible for the supply until the Agreement ends. 

8.3 If you do not give us at least two Working Days’ notice that you will move out, the Agreement will end:

  8.3.1 two Working Days after you tell us (and give enough evidence) that you have moved out; or
  8.3.2 if sooner, when someone else agrees to have a Fuel supply to the same Premises.

 Your right to end the Agreement at any time

8.4 You can tell us at any time that you want to end the Agreement.  The Agreement will end when: 

  8.4.1 a new Fuel Supplier is authorised to supply Fuel to the Premises; or
 8.4.2 we receive notice from you that you are not switching to an alternative Supplier and wish to   
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   remain our customer without taking any supply of gas and/or electricity; or
  8.4.3 on expiry of the notice period (if any) specified in the terms of your individual Tariff. 

8.5 If you tell us that you wish to end your Agreement for a Fixed-term Tariff, you may have to pay a ter-
mination fee if required under the specific terms and conditions of your Fixed-term Tariff.  However, 
you will not have to pay a termination fee if: 

  8.5.1 you take steps to switch to another supplier, but do not complete the switching process until   
  after the end of your Fixed-term Tariff;

  8.5.2 you complete a switch to another supplier at any time after we give you an End of Fixed Term
    Notice, unless you have already entered into a new Agreement with us for a new Fixed-term   

  Tariff; 
  8.5.3 we extend your existing Fixed-term Tariff without following our regulatory obligations; or
  8.5.4 you switch to an alternative Tariff with us. 

8.6 You can cancel an Evergreen Tariff supply at any time without giving us notice and without having to 
pay a termination fee. 

  We can end the Agreement by telling you in writing

8.7 Subject to Condition 8.8, we can end the Agreement and/or stop your supply at any time on giving 
you 42 days’ (six weeks) written notice of our wish to end the Agreement. 

8.8 We can end the Agreement and/or stop your supply of Fuel at any time if:

  8.8.1 you do not pay us what you owe us when it was due;
  8.8.2 you are using Fuel other than for the purpose for which we agreed to supply it; or
  8.8.3 you commit a material breach of the Agreement. 
    In each case, we will give you advance written notice and the Agreement will end and/or we   

  may disconnect your supply of Fuel when that notice expires.

8.9 Either of us can end the Agreement immediately by giving notice if Ofgem or the Secretary of State 
has revoked our Licence.

9 Variation of agreement

9.1 We can vary the terms of your Evergreen Tariff to your disadvantage, including increasing the prices, 
at our discretion at any time.  In making any such change to your disadvantage, we will follow the 

  process set out in 9.4 below.  We will tell you how you can avoid the change if you are not happy with 
it.  We will not increase the prices of your Fixed-term Tariff unless the terms of that Fixed-term Tariff 
allow us to do so, either by explaining the specific circumstances in which prices can increase, or in 
order to reflect any financial index price fluctuations which we are allowed to pass on to you.

9.2 Alternatively, we may seek your agreement to a change to your Tariff that is to your disadvantage.  If 
so, we will follow the process set out in 9.9 below. 

  Procedure for applying increases in charges and other changes that are to your disadvantage 

9.3 If we want to increase our prices or vary other terms of the Agreement in a way that does not benefit 
you, we must follow the terms of this Condition 9 and the terms and conditions applicable to your 
Tariff.    

9.4 If we increase our prices or vary any other term of the Agreement to your disadvantage, we will send 
you a Price Increase Notice or similar notice.  The notice will give you at least 30 days written warning 
of the change to your terms taking effect.  Our notice to you will: 

  9.4.1 describe the change; 
  9.4.2 compare the increased price with your current price or the varied term with your equivalent   

  current term; 
  9.4.3 state when the change will start; 
  9.4.4 explain why the change is happening; and
  9.4.5 state what action you can take to avoid the change if you are not happy with it. This will include 
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    taking another Tariff from us or switching your supply to another Fuel Supplier. You will not   
  have to pay an exit fee

9.5 You will have 20 Working Days after the date that the change is due to take effect to:

  9.5.1 enter into a new Agreement with us; or 
  9.5.2 start the switch to a new Fuel Supplier and that new supplier applies for your supply. 
    If you do one of these things within this timescale and subject to Condition 9.6, the change will  

  not take effect.

9.6 The change will take effect from its original date if we get notice (either from you or another Supplier), 
that you intend to switch Fuel Supplier and: 

  9.6.1 the switch is not made within a reasonable period of time (usually 30 days); or
  9.6.2 you have any unpaid charges on your account and we tell you that we intend to block your
    switch and those charges remain unpaid 30 Working Days after we give you notice of our 
    intention to block the switch.

9.7 We will not tell you of any increase in our prices to any Tariff in this way if:
  9.7.1 the increase is solely to switch you to an alternative payment method because you have failed   

  to pay unpaid charges to us. Instead we will follow the process to do this under Condition 11.9;  
  or

  9.7.2 the increase is solely because of a change in the VAT rate.

9.8 If we have to amend the Agreement to your disadvantage because any court, Ofgem or equivalent 
authority requires us to amend the Agreement, or because of a change in the Licence or law, we will 
comply with this Condition 9, unless we are otherwise directed not to.

  Procedure for agreeing changes that are to your disadvantage

9.9 We may ask you to agree to an increase in your price or a change in your terms that is to your 
  disadvantage. If we do this, we will give you advance notice of the proposed change, including the 
  effective date, and ask you to agree to it. The notice will be in writing or by email. You will not be 

obliged to accept that proposed change. 

9.10 If you accept the proposed change, this must be in writing, unless we tell you that it is appropriate 
for you to accept it in another way. We will confirm your agreement and the effect of the proposed 
increase or variation in writing within five Working Days (or as soon as possible after) from the date on 
which we received your agreement.

  Procedure for agreeing changes that are to your advantage

9.11 We can vary the terms of your Evergreen or Fixed Term Tariff to your advantage, including reducing 
the prices, at any time at our discretion and without notifying you of the specific change.  If we make 
an change that is to your advantage, we may notify you in writing, in which case we will explain the 
reason for and effect of the change.

9.12 Alternatively, we may ask you to agree to a change in your terms which is to your advantage.  If we do 
this, we will tell you why and explain the effect of the proposed variation.  We will give you an 

  appropriate amount of notice, depending on the effect of the variation.   

9.13 If you do not object to a proposed variation we have explained to you under Condition 9.9 above, we 
will confirm your agreement and the effect of the proposed variation in writing within five Working 
Days (or as soon as possible after) of you agreeing to the change, or of the deadline for any objection 
passing without you having notified us of any objection.

10 Transfer of charges for prepayment meter customers

  NB: THIS SECTION 10 ONLY APPLIES TO PREPAYMENT METER CUSTOMERS
  
  Recovery of payments made to your previous supplier

Part 4 Charges, payment, information and transparency
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10.1 If we have to pay any charges to your previous Fuel Supplier in connection with their supply to you, 
we can recover those payments from you. 

  Transfer of unpaid charges to your new supplier

10.2 If you end the Agreement and you still owe us a debt of up to £500 per fuel, we may allow your new 
Fuel Supplier to recover that money for us. 

11 Charges and payment

  Payment of charges

11.1 Your account charges will be billed and paid as described in the Application or Letter.  However, if we 
need to transfer you to an alternative payment option, the alternative payment option will apply to 
billing and payment of charges from the date we make that transfer. Our rights to do this are set out 
in Condition 11.9. 

11.2 You will also pay any applicable Taxes connected with our supply of Fuel to you, except any tax 
  payable by us on our income or profits. 

11.3 Unless you pay us by Direct Debit or prepayment meter, you will pay us the full amount of the charges 
you owe us under the Agreement within 14 days of the date of a bill:

  11.3.1  for a non-Online Energy Service Agreement account, by post with a cheque or postal order,
     or at any place which can receive payments on our behalf; or
  11.3.2  for an Online Energy Service Agreement account, over the internet, our intranet and/or any  

   similar medium by credit or debit card; or
  11.3.3  in any other way we agree with you.

11.4 If you pay us less or more than the amount you owe us, we can apply that payment as we decide.

11.5 If you pay us less than you owe us and we accept that payment, our acceptance does not mean that 
we agree to the payment as full and final settlement of the amount due.  You agree that:

  11.5.1  we may keep the payment as a part-payment of what you owe us.  We do not have to tell
     you if we reject that part-payment as full and final settlement of the amount you owe us;   

   and
  11.5.2  we can still recover any unpaid charges from you.

11.6 We can offset any debt you have to us against any credit we have to you.

11.7 If you breach the Agreement and we incur any type of cost as a result (including in recovering late 
payment) we can charge you and you will pay our reasonable costs.  

11.8 We may charge interest on any unpaid charges you owe us if we have sent you a first reminder.  Any 
interest will be charged from when payment was due at an annual rate of 2% above the base lending 
rate of The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (or its equivalent if a base lending rate is not quoted by The 

  Royal Bank of Scotland plc).

  Movement between payment types where charges are not paid

11.9 If you do not pay us as required under your agreed payment option: 

  11.9.1  we can replace that payment option with an alternative cash payment option and tell you   
   the price payable for that alternative cash payment option; and 

  11.9.2  you will pay us in accordance with that alternative cash payment option at the price that 
     applies.

  Recovery of previously unpaid charges

11.10 If we find out that you were previously a customer of ours and that you still owe us money for a 
  previous account, we can add those unpaid amounts to what you owe us under this Agreement.  
  Similarly, if we discover that you have a credit balance on a previous account with us, we can apply 

that credit to your account under this Agreement, in particular to reduce any other amount you owe 
us. 
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11.11 If we exercise our right under Condition 11.10, we will:

  11.11.1 write to you before doing so.  We will explain how the amounts outstanding have been   
   calculated and how we intend to recover them from you;

  11.11.2 give you a reasonable period in which to respond to us about the unpaid amounts.  We will
     take into account any comments received within the period which we will provide when
     writing to you ; and
  11.11.3 wait at least two weeks from when we wrote to you before we add any unpaid charges to   

   your account.

11.12 Condition 11.10 will not apply to you if you pay through a prepayment meter under this current   
Agreement, unless you consent to it.

  Liability to pay

11.13 If the customer is more than one person, all of those persons will be jointly and severally liable for the 
agreements and obligations entered into in the Agreement.  We may take action against any one or 
more of the persons comprising the customer and/or may wholly or partially waive the liability of any 
one or more of those persons under the Agreement or grant any other relaxation to one or more of 
those persons without affecting the liability of the other of those persons.

11.14 We may ask you to pay a reasonable deposit as security for our Fuel supply.  If we do not already sup-
ply you, the start date for our supply can be delayed until you have paid the deposit. 

12 Transparency and provision of information: Our commitment to you

  Bills

12.1 Your bill will be based on:

  12.1.1 a single Standing Charge and a single Unit Rate (for a non-Time of Use Tariff); or
  12.1.2 a single Standing Charge and multiple Unit Rates (for a Time of Use Tariff).

12.2 Each of our bills will include: 

  12.2.1  a comparison of your Fuel consumption for the bill period with consumption during the 
     corresponding period in the previous year (where the information required is available); 
  12.2.2  details of your Personal Projection; 
  12.2.3  details of our cheaper alternative Tariffs and their estimated savings;  
  12.2.4  your Tariff Comparison Rate, if one is available for your Tariff; 
  12.2.5  the following statement: “Remember – it might be worth thinking about switching your   

   tariff or supplier”;
  12.2.6  a reminder of your payment method; 
  12.2.7  a reminder of the period of your Tariff and whether you would incur any termination fee   

   should you choose to cancel your Agreement with us before the end of that period.

12.3 If we cannot calculate the actual quantity of Fuel supplied to you, we can bill you based on our best 
estimate of your consumption.  When we get information on your actual use, we will adjust your next 
bill to reflect that information.  

12.4 If you have one or more prepayment meters and you pay us less than the value of the Fuel we supply 
through the prepayment meter (or meters), you will pay us the difference.  We can require you to pay 
us the difference by: 

  12.4.1  adjusting your prepayment meter; or 
  12.4.2  requiring you to pay a lump sum to us.

  Guaranteed standards of service

12.5 We will prepare and update annually a ‘Standards of Service’ leaflet.  This will explain the guaranteed 
standards applicable to us and your rights to a payment if we fail to meet those standards.  We will 
send this to you in writing or by email, and will publish these details on our website at www.scottish-
power.co.uk/standards.  You can also ask for a copy by writing to us at “ScottishPower Energy Retail, 
Customer Care, Cathcart Business Park, Spean Street, Glasgow, G44 4BE”.  The information we give will 
include details of the guaranteed standards compensation arrangements.  These arrangements mean 
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you can make a claim if we fail to meet the guaranteed standards.

  Tariff Information Label, Personal Projection and Annual Statement of Account

12.6 Whenever we give you your Principal Terms, we will also give you your Tariff Information Label and, as 
far as possible, your Personal Projection.

12.7 Whenever we give you information on our charges, we will also give you your Tariff Comparison Rate, 
if one is available for your Tariff.

12.8 We will prepare and send to you annually an Annual Statement (called Your Annual Summary) about 
your supply.  It will include information on your consumption, Personal Projection, estimated savings 
if you were to switch to another of our Tariffs, information on where you can find impartial advice 
about changing your supplier and energy efficiency, your payment method and other details, includ-
ing the following statement: “Remember – it might be worth thinking about switching your tariff or 
supplier”.   

  Annual review of Tariffs

12.9 We can conduct an annual review of all our Tariffs.  If we identify any Evergreen Tariff which is no lon-
ger available to new customers (and is therefore a Dead Tariff), and which is more expensive than our 
cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff, we will withdraw the Dead Tariff and move you to our cheapest 
applicable Evergreen Tariff.

12.10 As part of this review, if we decide to move you to our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff, we will tell 
you of this move in writing or by email. We will give you at least seven weeks’ (49 days) notice of our 
intention to move you. Our notice will:

  12.10.1 say when you will move to our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff.  If you do not take
     action to avoid being moved to our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff and you continue
     to consume Fuel from us, you will be switched on this date and the terms of our cheapest   

   applicable Evergreen Tariff will apply;
  12.10.2 explain the Principal Terms of the Dead Tariff and the Principal Terms of our cheapest
     applicable Evergreen Tariff.  It will also explain what the most important differences are, so   

   you can compare the two; and
  12.10.3 explain how you can avoid moving to our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff.  The options  

   will be by entering into another Agreement with us under either a Fixed-term Tariff or an
     alternative Evergreen Tariff, or by switching to an alternative Fuel Supplier.  We will also   

   explain where you can get impartial advice or information about switching.  

12.11 You will have 20 Working Days after the date we propose to switch you to our cheapest applicable 
Evergreen Tariff to:

  12.11.1 enter into a new Agreement with us; or
  12.11.2 start the switch to a new Fuel Supplier and that new supplier applies for your supply.

  Subject to Condition 12.12, if you do one of these things the switch to our cheapest applicable 
  Evergreen Tariff will not take effect.

12.12 The switch to our cheapest applicable Evergreen Tariff will take effect from the date we have specified 
if we get notice (either from you or another Supplier) that you intend to switch supplier and either:   

  12.12.1 the switch is not made within a reasonable time (usually 30 days); or
  12.12.2 you have any unpaid charges on your account and we tell you that we intend to block your
     switch, and those charges remain unpaid 30 Working Days after we give you notice of our   

   intention to block the switch.

  Complaints handling

12.13 Each bill or statement of account will be sent along with written details how  you can contact us to 
make a complaint about any aspect of our service.  In addition, our Complaints Handling Charter is 
available on our website at www.scottishpower.co.uk, or by writing to us at “ScottishPower Energy 
Retail, Customer Care, Cathcart Business Park, Spean Street, Glasgow, G44 4BE”.
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13 Direct Debit Card Payment Scheme

13.1 If you pay us by monthly Direct Debit, we will calculate the credit (if any) payable to you under our Di-
rect Debit Credit Payment Scheme as part of your Annual Reassessment.  Further details are available 
by contacting us or on our website at www.scottishpower.co.uk/ddbonus.  We will explain any credit 
payable to you in your Annual Reassessment statement.  

13.2 If we cannot calculate the net amount of credit in your account for technical reasons or because you 
have not given us an accurate, up-to date meter reading on request, we can delay paying you any 
payments under the Scheme until any problems are resolved.

13.3 You will only be paid one payment under the Direct Debit Credit Payment Scheme in any 12-month 
period.

13.4 In the event that you:

  13.4.1  have left us before the Annual Reassessment date;
  13.4.2  breach any of your obligations under these terms and conditions; or
  13.4.3  default on your Direct Debit payments, 
     you will not be entitled to any payment under the Direct Debit Credit Payment Scheme.

13.5 The Direct Debit Credit Payment Scheme will only apply to credit which has accumulated in your 
account as a direct result of overpayment through the direct debit instruction.  Any money which you 
paid directly into your account will not be taken into account for the purpose of calculating any credit 
payable.

13.6 Any overpayment received by us from you will not constitute a deposit.

13.7 We have the right to withdraw the Direct Debit Credit Payment Scheme at any time.  Ifwe do withdraw 
it, we will treat this as a change to your disadvantage if you currently pay by Direct Debit and will tell 
you in the manner described in Condition 9.4.

14 Online Energy Service

14.1 For any Online Energy Service Agreement:

  14.1.1  you must provide any equipment necessary to enable you to access the online energy   
   services;

  14.1.2  you must ensure that we have an up-to-date email address for you at all times;
  14.1.3  you must select a username and a password to gain access to the online energy services.   

   You are solely responsible for maintaining the security of your username and password;
  14.1.4  we will give you reasonable notice of changes to our rules for the use of the online energy   

   services.  We will also make available an up-to-date version of the rules on our website;
  14.1.5  you must follow the rules for the use of the online energy services published on our web  

   site;
  14.1.6  either of us can withdraw from the Online Energy Service Agreement by giving notice of   

   that withdrawal to the other party.  Our Agreement will continue to apply but will no longer  
   include the provision of the online energy services.  If we decide to withdraw from the   
   Online Energy Service Agreement, we will give you at least 30 days’ advance written notice.   
   We will explain the reason for our decision and how it will affect you.  We will also tell you

     how you can avoid the move, for example by switching to an alternative Tariff or Fuel 
     Supplier;
  14.1.7  we can suspend any part or all of the online energy services at any time and for as long
     as is needed to allow us to inspect, maintain, renew, repair or revise our website.  If we
     do suspend any part or all of the online energy services, you will still be entitled to receive   

   an online energy services discount under the terms and conditions of your Tariff; and
  14.1.8  in providing the online energy services, our obligation is only to exercise the reasonable
     care and skill which would be exercised by a competent provider of such services in the
     same circumstances.
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15  General

15.1 At our request you will give to us all the information we reasonably need to allow us to perform our 
obligations under the Agreement.

15.2 You may get details of our products and prices on our website at www.scottishpower.co.uk, or by 
writing to us at “ScottishPower Energy Retail, Customer Care, Cathcart Business Park, Spean Street, 
Glasgow, G44 4BE”.

15.3 Any failure by you or us to comply with any non-payment obligations under the Agreement will be 
excused if it is caused by events or circumstances outside our or your reasonable control.  Anything 
which either of us does in performing any legal or regulatory duty we have will not constitute a breach 
of the Agreement.

  Notices under the Agreement

15.4 Our notices to you will be: 

  15.4.1  in writing and delivered by hand or post to you at the Premises; and/or
  15.4.2  in respect of an Online Energy Service Agreement, sent to you at the email address you have  

   provided, or such other email address as you may notify to us for this purpose. 

15.5 Your notices to us will be: 

  15.5.1  delivered in writing or in person to ScottishPower Energy Retail, PO Box 7111, 
     Cathcart Business Park, Glasgow G44 4BE or such other address as we may notify to you for  

   this purpose;
  15.5.2  in respect of an Online Energy Service Agreement, sent to us at our email address specified  

    in the Agreement or such other email address or online form provided on our website as 
we     may notify to you for this purpose; and/or

  15.5.3  made by telephone where you speak to one of our authorised representatives or through   
   the use of an automated telephone service where one is specifically provided for a 

     particular form of notice.

  Assignment and transfer of rights under this Agreement

15.6 We can assign and transfer any or all of our rights and obligations under the Agreement (including any 
payments due to us) to anyone else, provided they have obtained all the licences and approvals from 
Ofgem or other regulatory authorities they need to supply Fuel to the Premises.  That person will take 
on the rights and obligations as if it had been the original party to the Agreement with you.  We will be 
released from all of our obligations under the Agreement so assigned and transferred and, from then 
on, you will deal with the other person in respect of those rights and obligations. 

15.7 You cannot assign or transfer any of your rights or obligations under the Agreement without first 
getting our written consent.  

  
  Scope of Agreement

15.8 In respect of a Verbal Agreement: 

  15.8.1  the details recorded in the Letter will incorporate all the terms of the Verbal Agreement;
  15.8.2  you confirm that the information you gave us in the Verbal Agreement as recorded and   

   detailed in the Letter is complete and correct; and
  15.8.3  you accept that the supply of Fuel will each start as soon as possible after the date of the   

   Verbal Agreement.

15.9 All the terms of the Agreement between us and you are contained in these terms and conditions and 
in the brochures and specifications we have given you which relate to the Agreement.  If there is any 
inconsistency between these terms and conditions and any Tariff-specific material, the Tarff-specific 
material will take precedence.  These terms and conditions will apply to all supplies of Fuel we make to 

Part 5 General Conditions
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you.
15.10 The Agreement shall be interpreted and implemented: 

  15.10.1 in accordance with English law if the Premises are in England and Wales; or
  15.10.2 in accordance with Scots law if the Premises are in Scotland.

16 Continuing Obligations

16.1 If the Agreement is ended, that will not affect any of the rights, remedies or obligations of you, us or 
the Distributor or Transporter which: 

  16.1.1  existed before the ending of the Agreement or came about as a result of the ending of the   
   Agreement; and/or

  16.1.2  are stated or intended in the Agreement to carry on after the ending of the Agreement.

17  Limitation of Liability

17.1 If we breach any term of the Agreement, or are negligent, you may be entitled to compensation from 
us for any loss or damage you have suffered as a result.  

17.2 We will not have to compensate you for loss or damage caused by anything beyond our reasonable 
control, nor for any loss or damage which is consequential, indirect or financial or which arises from or 
amounts to a Financial Disadvantage or wasted expenses.  We may have to compensate you if you are 
entitled to compensation for such loss or damage under the general law relating to death, personal 
injury or fraudulent misrepresentation.  

17.3 Our total liability in respect of all claims for loss or damage caused by our breach of the Agreement, 
except for that occurring through death, personal injury or fraudulent misrepresentation, will not 
exceed £1,000,000 in any one calendar year.

18  Use of Personal Information

18.1 We can use or pass on to other companies in our group of companies, our agents and/or our contrac-
tors any information which you provide to us or to our agents or contractors, or which we otherwise 
hold (whether or not under the Agreement):

  18.1.1  to identify you when you make enquiries or to contact you by mail, telephone, email, SMS   
   text or other forms of electronic communication;

  18.1.2  to help administer any accounts, services and products provided by our group of 
     companies;
  18.1.3  for market research and analysis or for demonstrating and testing computer systems;
  18.1.4  to help us, other companies in our group of companies, our agents and/or our contractors   

   to detect debt, fraud or loss; 
  18.1.5  to identify offers tailored to your needs, including tailored energy efficiency advice; 
  18.1.6  to inform you about services and products which may be of interest to you (if you have   

   consented to us doing so), including by visit, email, telephone, SMS text or other forms of   
   electronic communication; and

  18.1.7  for all purposes related to any of the purposes listed above.

18.2 We can also transfer your data to countries outside of the European Economic Area for the purposes 
of: 

  18.2.1  managing your account;
  18.2.2  providing our products and services to you; and 
  18.2.3  marketing.

18.3 We can use an automated scoring system which uses information about you from credit reference 
agencies in order to manage your account and tailor our services to your needs.

18.4 We can monitor and/or record communications with you (including telephone conversations and 
emails) to confirm your identity, help maintain security and service quality, and for training purposes.

18.5 When you apply to open an account with us, we can check the following records about you and others 
(see Condition 18.6):
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  18.5.1  our own;
  18.5.2  records held by Credit Reference Agencies (‘CRAs’).  CRAs supply to us both public 
     information (including information from the electoral register) and shared credit and fraud  

   prevention information.  Please be aware that CRAs may place a search footprint on your   
   credit file which other lenders/organisations may see; and

  18.5.3  records held by Fraud Prevention Agencies (‘FPAs’).
  
  We can use these checks to assess applications, verify identities and prevent crime and money 

laundering.  We can also make occasional searches of records held by CRAs and FPAs to manage your 
account(s) with us.

18.6 If you tell us that you have a spouse or financial associate, we will link you together so you must be 
sure that you have their agreement to disclose information about them.  CRAs also link you together.  
These links will remain on your and their files until you or your spouse or financial associate success-
fully apply to the CRAs for disassociation.

18.7 Information regarding applications received by us may be sent to CRAs and recorded by them.  If 
you receive products and/or services from us, we can give details of your account(s) to CRAs and, if 
you breach your payment terms, CRAs may record the outstanding debt.  This information may be 
supplied to other organisations by CRAs and FPAs to perform similar checks and to trace your where-
abouts and recover debts that you owe.  Records remain on file for six years after they are closed, 
whether any debt has been settled by you or remains outstanding.

18.8 To help identify theft of mains gas and/or electricity from the Premises, we will give details of your 
account, which may include information about alleged criminal offences, to the Energy Theft Risk 
Assessment Service. They will use the information we give them to check public and other databases 
they hold and they may also provide information to us and to other Fuel Suppliers to help identify 
theft of mains gas and/or electricity.  These checks will be performed on a regular basis whilst you 
hold an account with us.  The requirements relating to the sharing of information with and by the 

  Energy Theft Risk Assessment Service (as referred to in this Condition 18.8 and in Condition 18.9) 
apply equally to all Fuel Suppliers.

18.9 If you give us false or inaccurate information and we suspect or identify fraud, we will record this and 
may also pass this information to FPAs and other organisations involved in the prevention of crime, 
fraud and/or money laundering.  If we suspect or detect theft of mains gas and/or electricity from 
the Premises, we will record the details and we may share them with the police, the Energy Theft Risk 
Assessment Service and/or other law enforcement bodies.  In such circumstances, we may record 
details of any relevant criminal offences or alleged criminal offences that you have or may have com-
mitted and those details will also be shared with and held by the Energy Theft Risk Assessment Ser-
vice, who may provide those details to other Fuel Suppliers but only in circumstances where you hold 
or held an account with the relevant Fuel Supplier(s).  Where any theft by you has been identified, we 
may change the terms of your Agreement with us and we will notify you of the relevant changes if 
that is the case. 

18.10 If you have received products and/or services from us and do not make payments that you owe us, 
we will trace your whereabouts and recover debts.  Such tracing may include sharing information 
about you with other Fuel Suppliers.

18.11 We can transfer any debt that you owe us to another organisation by providing them with relevant 
details.  That organisation will then own your debt.

18.12 If we are told that you owe any debt to your previous Fuel Supplier, we may contact your previous 
supplier for details of your debt.  If we are told that another Fuel Supplier has been asked to supply 
Fuel to your Premises, we may give details of your debt (if any) to that Fuel Supplier.  We may ask your 
previous Fuel Supplier for information about you to help us take over your Fuel supply.  We may also 
give your new Fuel Supplier information about you to help them take over your Fuel supply.  We can 
provide information about you to another Fuel Supplier to help settle disputes about your Fuel supply.  

18.13 Your data may also be used for other purposes with your specific permission or, in very limited 
  circumstances, when required by law or by a regulatory body.  We will try to give anonymised or 
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  aggregated data, but there may be circumstances where it is necessary to provide personal  
information and in those circumstances we will do so. 

18.14 We may have to share information about you with government bodies for the purpose of government 
initiatives.  Such sharing of personal information will only be done where necessary and, wherever 
possible, we will implement appropriate safeguards.

18.15 If we reasonably believe that you (or any member of your household) have particular needs which are 
relevant to the supply of Fuel to your Premises, we can record relevant information about you 

  and/or them.  We will use this information to make sure that your circumstances are recognised in our 
dealings with you.  We can disclose such information for relevant purposes to:

  18.15.1 social service departments, charities, healthcare and other support organisations, if we   
   believe that doing so is in your vital interests;

  18.15.2 another Fuel Supplier, if we believe that you are considering switching to another Fuel   
   Supplier and it would benefit you to share this; and 

  18.15.3 the relevant Transporter, Distributor or metering agents.

18.16 You have the right to a copy of the data about you on our systems on payment of a fee.  You also have 
the right to receive further details about how your data is used by us, CRAs and FPAs by writing to: 
Data Protection Officer, ScottishPower Energy Retail, Cathcart Business Park, Spean Street, Glasgow 
G44 4BE.  You may also contact the CRAs currently operating in the UK.  Information held by each 
CRA may not be the same, so it may be worth contacting them all.  They will charge you a small fee.  
Contact details for the principal CRAs currently operating in the UK are as follows:

  18.16.1 Call Credit, Consumer Services Team, PO Box 491, Leeds LS3 1WZ. Telephone 0845 366 0071  
   or visit www.callcredit.co.uk

  18.16.2 Equifax Ltd, Customer Service Centre, PO Box 10036, Leicester, LE3 4FS. 
     Freephone 0800 014 2955 or visit www.equifax.co.uk 
  18.16.3 Experian, Consumer Help Service, PO Box 8000, Nottingham NG80 7WF. 
     Telephone 0344 481 8000 or visit www.experian.co.uk

18.17 If you would like more information about the data we pass to the Energy Theft Risk Assessment 
Service, please contact our Data Protection Officer at the address provided in Condition 18.16 above. 
Experian has been appointed on Ofgem’s behalf as the Energy Theft Risk Assessment Service provider. 
More information about the Energy Theft Risk Assessment Service can be obtained by contacting 
Energy Company Data (ECD), Experian, The Sir John Peace Building, Experian Way, NG2 Business Park, 
Nottingham, NG80 1ZZ.

NOTE: Conditions 18.5 to 18.7 apply only to those customers who have applied for products and/or services 
from us since 1 October 2001. 

This comprises the ScottishPower Gas and Electricity General Terms and Conditions for Domestic
Customers.

National terms of connection

We are acting on behalf of the Distributor to make an agreement with you, under which you and the 
Distributor both accept and agree to observe the National Terms of Connection (‘NTC’).  This agreement
will enter into effect and have an impact on your legal rights from the time that you enter into this contract. 
The NTC are a legal agreement, setting out rights and duties in relation to the connection at which the 
Distributor delivers electricity to, or accepts electricity from, the Premises.  If you want a copy of the NTC or
have any questions about it, please write to: 

Energy Networks Association,
6th Floor, 
Dean Bradley House,
52 Horseferry Road,
London, SW1P 2AF
www.energynetworks.org
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For information: Supply characteristics

The electricity delivered to the Premises through the electricity distribution network will normally be at one
of the voltages stated below and will have the frequency, number of phases and margins of variation 
associated with it:

-  Connection voltage and permitted variations: at 400/230, 460/230, and 230 volts – plus 10% or minus 
6%.

-  Number of phases of supply: at 400/230 volts – three; at 460/230 volts and 230 volts – one.

-  Frequency of supply and permitted variations: at all voltage levels – 50 hertz, plus or minus 1%.
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Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 
Terms and Conditions

1. Supplies of mains gas and/or electricity from ScottishPower under the Help Beat Cancer Fixed  
Price Energy June 2018 tariff (“Tariff”) must be applied for from 9th May 2016 until the date 
when the Tariff is withdrawn by us. All applicants must be aged 16 years or over and must  
contract to pay, and continue to pay, for the energy supply under the Tariff by monthly Direct 
Debit, quarterly Direct Debit, online Debit Card, quarterly by Cash, Cheque or Postal Order.

2. Subject to condition 8, ScottishPower guarantees that Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 
2018 prices will remain fixed until 30th June 2018.

3. A donation will be made by ScottishPower to Cancer Research UK Trading Limited, which gives 
its taxable profits to Cancer Research UK, for every month you remain on the Tariff up to a 
maximum donation of £5 per fuel per annum for each completed 12 month period until the end 
of the Tariff term. If you do not remain on this tariff for the full Tariff term a pro-rata amount will 
be donated based on the number of complete calendar months you remained on the Tariff. The 
donations will be paid as soon as reasonably practicable after each calendar quarter end.

4. ScottishPower will write to you before the end of the Tariff to let you know what will happen 
next. We will, unless you choose another option, move you to our Standard Tariff prices for your 
payment method. Alternatively you may wish to choose another of our tariffs. At the end of the 
Tariff you will also have the option to cancel your contract with ScottishPower without being 
required to pay exit fees.

5. The prices given in this leaflet are those you pay as a Tariff contract customer and replace any 
mains gas and/or electricity prices which you may currently pay. 

6. The obligations on ScottishPower under the Tariff and these terms and conditions will not come 
into effect until we have been registered as the supplier of mains gas and/or electricity to the 
property.

7. If you leave the property to which this Tariff applies, you will not be able to transfer this current 
Tariff to another property. However, you will be entitled to apply for any version of this Tariff 
that is available when you move property.

8. ScottishPower will meet the Tariff’s fixed price guarantee unless it is prevented from doing so by 
the actions or requirements of any governmental, statutory or licensing authority.

9. If you pay by Monthly Direct Debit and fail to make a payment to ScottishPower under this  
payment method when it is due, we shall be entitled to transfer you to an appropriate cash 
payment method on this tariff. This will increase your unit rates by 1.351p per kWh for electricity 
and 0.306p per kWh for gas (both inclusive of VAT). If you have more than one unit rate for  
electricity, each unit rate will increase by the same amount. If you pay by another payment 
method and fail to make a payment to ScottishPower under your payment method when it is 
due, we shall be entitled to transfer you to an appropriate cash payment method on our  
Standard tariff. To see how this could affect you, please visit www.scottishpower.co.uk and 
review our current Standard Domestic Prices PDF in the Gas and Electricity Tariffs section. We  
will notify you of any changes to your payment method and prices should this be necessary.

10. These terms and conditions are in addition to the ScottishPower Gas and Electricity General 
Terms and Conditions for Domestic Customers. 

11. By taking Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018, you agree to ScottishPower or Cancer 
Research UK contacting you, including by email, for the duration of the Tariff to thank you for 
your continuing support and to update you on news relating to the work of Cancer Research UK.
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General Notes

All prices shown apply to (i) domestic electricity customers and (ii) domestic mains gas customers.

Two Rate Meter and Economy 7 and White Meter No. 1 means that units used at night are charged at a 
lower rate than those used during the day.

‘Night’ means 7 hours that the local distribution company in your area chooses (8 hours in Scottish 
Hydro Electric area and 8.5 hours in ScottishPower area) between 10pm and 10am. ‘Day’ means at all 
other times. Our Two Rate Meter prices are best suited to customers who are currently supplied on 
Domestic Economy 7 Rate (Domestic Economy in Scottish Hydro Electric area and White Meter No. 1 
in ScottishPower area). Advice for customers who are currently supplied on other electricity rates is 
available by calling 0800 400 200 (lines open Monday to Thursday 8am – 9pm, Friday 8am - 8pm and 
Saturday 9am – 5pm).

*If ScottishPower supplies your gas and electricity at the same address you’ll get an annual Gas & 
Electricity discount of £5.25 (incl. VAT) per fuel. This is shown on your bill as a daily amount.

**If you are supplied on one of our Online tariffs you’ll get an annual discount of £5.25 (incl. VAT) per 
fuel. This is shown on your bill as a daily amount. For full details of ScottishPower’s Online Energy 
Service terms and conditions, please visit www.scottishpower.co.uk. This discount does not apply if 
you are supplied on one of our Offline tariffs, even if you manage your account online.

† Your bill will show prices excluding VAT, with VAT at the then current relevant rate from time to 
time being added to the total charges to calculate the total amount payable. VAT inclusive prices are 
shown at the current rate of VAT, for illustrative purposes only. The prices set out in this leaflet will 
be amended, if there is a change in the VAT treatment, or rate, at any time or times before 30th June 
2018, by an amount equivalent to the applicable change in the VAT treatment or rate.

Help Beat Cancer Fixed Price Energy June 2018 Notes

This tariff is only available to customers who take gas and/or electricity, pay their bills by monthly 
Direct Debit, quarterly Direct Debit, online Debit Card, quarterly by Cash, Cheque or Postal Order and 
their electricity meter is a single, two or three rate meter. 

†† Source: Gerber, B., et al., Ultraviolet emission spectra of sunbeds. Photochem Photobiol, 2002. 76: 
pp. 664-8

This tariff is subject to availability and may be withdrawn from sale at any time. 

Prices effective from 9th May 2016.
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